Library Cluster Meeting  
March 8, 2013  1:30 p.m.  
Collaboration Studio  

Attending: Jeremy Bullian, Chair, Tollie Banker, Jacquelyn Cress, Alicia Ellison, Wendy Foley, Vic Harke, Kristin Heathcock and Jeneice Sorrentino  

Guests: Andrea Dufault, Louis Sooklal, Jackie del Val, Karen Griffin, Jessica Riggins  

Louis Sooklal - EBSCO - Regional Sales Manager – updated the Library Cluster on EBSCO improvements. Highlights follow:  

CINAHL Complete (database) – is now available for purchase, and has been increased from our current subscription, Cinahl+ (that we get with the State) from 763 full text journal titles to 1310 full text journals.  

Source databases:  
The Wilson and EBSCO merger involved six subject areas where EBSCO and Wilson databases merged, and where EBSCO has also added full-text journals to make six new subject databases ending in “Source.” Choices of database include continuing with either the existing Wilson or EBSCO databases, or upgrading to the Source databases. The subject areas covered are Art, Legal, Humanities, Education, Applied Science and Technology, and upcoming - Communications.  

e-Books: Patron Driven Acquisition Plan (PDA)  
You can subscribe to either the Academic or the Community College e-book plan. (The Community College plan is smaller than the Academic Plan). The subscription plan comes with unlimited access to each title. There are also 22 Subject sets: with 170,000 titles, as well as Featured collections (high demand) or Custom collections.  

You can use any of the plans to do PDA. You can also choose a short term loan or a loan to own program. Miami-Dade has a huge PDA program with EBSCO. The e-books are searchable at EBSCOhost and have the same print/cite/save features as the EBSCO databases. The price quoted is the final price. There are no access fees.  

Jessica Riggins – Tampa Bay Library Consortium (TBLC update) -  

Ask-a-Librarian (AAL) - 60 students chatted through the widget on the HCC Library homepages last month. In July, 2013, AAL will have been in existence ten years. FSU joined AAL last August. If you staff the local desk and have to leave, change your setting to “unavailable” and then the questions are picked up by the state. AAL has 2000 librarians around the state, and 128 participating institutions.  

Instant evites only come on if you're on the local desk. (It has to be set up if desired.) There is a new app for AAL in the iTunes Store and the Google App Store.
Except for Vicky Frost and Charlie Parker, TBLC staff now work at home since TBLC did not receive State Aid for 2012-3. Since TBLC no longer has a computer lab, most of their continuing education programs are now webinars, serving multiple regions.

**Administrator's Report - Karen Griffin** – Karen handed out the FLVC organization chart. Cory Stokes declined the job offer for Executive Director; Don Muccino will be asked. Karen attended a joint Members Council meeting in Tallahassee with the Florida Colleges and State University System. She e-mailed Lucy Harrrison's report. The Council of Instructional Affairs (CIA) has published the strategic plan for the system. Karen also explained that a Glitch bill for general education has been filed.

**Pay4Print - Andrea Dufault** – Andrea passed out the Install and training schedule for the remaining also scheduled. Student accounts will be funded with “fake” money through May 31. She reminded staff to pass on any pay4print problems.

**HCC Foundation - Jeneice Sorrentino** – passed around a brochure that Adrienne Garcia picked up about opportunities for donating to the UF Libraries. She explained that Adrienne is willing to work with us if we are interested in replicating some of the programs on a smaller scale. Jeneice suggested that this be discussed at a future meeting if there is sufficient interest after the routing of the brochure.

**PRIMO Facets – Jeremy Bullian** – The facets have been alphabetized. However, e-books are now at the bottom of the list. If we don’t like this, we can change the default number of formats from ten to twenty or we might ask to prioritize the facets or change e-books to Ebooks.

**Old Business:**
The Academic Reorganization discussion was tabled until the next meeting.

**Roundtable:**
Jeremy Bullian and Alicia Ellison have submitted an article for publication to the *Journal of Web Librarianship*.

Jeremy Bullian will attend the Computers in Libraries 2013 Conference in Washington D.C., April 7th through the 10th.

Wendy Foley received a FSPD Grant to attend the Association of College and Research Libraries Conference in Indianapolis, April 10th through 14th.

The meeting was adjourned at four p.m.

Respectfully submitted,

Wendy Foley, Secretary
Library Cluster